Welcome to Path to Publish – the new monthly newsletter from The American Journal of Pathology!

We know you're busy writing papers and reviewing manuscripts. So we're bringing the latest information directly to you. What's cutting edge in the new issue of the Journal? What are best practices for preparing manuscript figures? How can authors increase citations?

We've got you covered! Each month we highlight AJP papers, announce new features, and provide tips to enhance the quality and impact of your article.

**Manuscript Prep**

Did you know... Research articles with shorter titles may capture more total citations than those with lengthy titles? "My working theory is that perhaps shorter paper titles are easier to read and easier to understand," says lead author Adrian Letchford (University of Warwick, Coventry, UK) after assessing 140,000 published articles. The results may be an oversimplification, but aiming for concise and precise language is always good practice.

**Editor's Choice**

Runx2 Controls Bone Resorption through the Down-Regulation of the Wnt Pathway in Osteoblasts

Transient Receptor Potential Channel 4 Encodes a Vascular Permeability Defect and High-Frequency Ca^{2+} Transients in Severe Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension.

**AJP in the News**

Intraocular Therapy Prevents or Reverses Diabetic Retinopathy in Mice
Agent leads to overexpression of angiotensin converting enzyme-2, according to a new report in *The American Journal of Pathology*.

**Updates**

*AJP* no longer charges fees for color, tables, or supplemental data and ASIP Regular Members save $10 per page of publishing costs. [Learn more about the reduced fees.](http://www.asip.org/Journals/AJP/eblast/path-to-publish/June.html)

ASIP Regular and Next Century Members receive waived submission charges ($50 savings). [Submit your article today.](http://www.asip.org/Journals/AJP/eblast/path-to-publish/June.html)

**Social Media**